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ROMANS 12:1-2,9-18
In 1940, a Polish military officer named Witold Pilecki let himself get 
arrested by the Nazis so he could be sent to Auschwitz. At the time, the 
world didn’t realize the horrors of the concentration camps, but Pilecki’s 
reports eventually revealed it all. He spent nearly three years as a spy in 
the camp before escaping. People like Pilecki are celebrated because they 
willingly sacrificed for a greater cause. Paul told the Roman believers that 
Christians were also called to live as sacrifices.

When have you sacrificed something important to you for a higher cause? 
What mental and emotional hurdles did you have to get over to make 
that sacrifice?

Sacrifices
Believers are to demonstrate Christlike character, living as sacrifices 
in all they do.
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UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
ROMANS 12:1-21
In the first half of Romans, Paul had taken his readers on a journey 
through the theology of sin and salvation. He had shown them the 
historic roots of depravity and emphasized that everyone—regardless 
of background or ethnicity—stood guilty before God (Rom. 1–4). 
But the situation was not completely hopeless. God had provided an 
escape from sin through the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus 
(Rom. 5). Those who chose to follow Christ could no longer live as 
they pleased. They had died and been buried with Christ (Rom. 6). 
God raised them by His power to live for His glory through His Spirit 
(Rom. 7–8).

In chapters 9–11, Paul took a slight detour to discuss the history 
and fate of the Jewish nation in particular. Because his Roman 
audience was likely a mixture of Jews and Gentiles, it was important 
that both groups understood that God was not finished with His 
chosen people. Many Jews had denied the Messiah, but their rejection 
was not complete. Some—like Paul—had accepted Christ. One day 
the blinders would be lifted, and all would see Jesus as He is—and 
many more will choose to receive His gift of salvation.

Paul also noted that the Jewish rejection had opened the door for 
the Gentiles to hear the gospel. Regardless of nationality or ethnic 
background, Paul emphasized that salvation is the result of faith in 
Christ. That may have been a sticking point for many Jews committed 
to the law, but it had always been God’s way of bringing people 
to Himself.

The last few chapters of Romans—including chapter 12—focus on 
the practical side of salvation. With the theological foundation firmly 
set, Paul challenged his readers to live out their faith. This would give 
them the chance to share the gospel with the world around them. 

Read Romans 12:1-2,9-18, underlining commands given. How would you 
summarize Paul’s main point in this section of his letter to the Romans? 
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EXPLORE THE TEXT
OFFER YOURSELF (ROM. 12:1-2)
1 I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to 
present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to 
God, which is your spiritual worship. 2 Do not be conformed to this 
world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by 
testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and 
acceptable and perfect.

VERSE 1

Paul began with a therefore. He had done this in 5:1 and 8:1 to 
identify the connection of what he had been teaching to what he was 
about to teach. Here, Paul shifted from explaining the theological 
doctrines of sin, salvation, and sanctification to encouraging 
practical application. 

He addressed the Romans as brothers, again emphasizing both 
his affection for them and their connection to one another. That 
relationship, centered in Christ, surpassed any ethnic or demographic 
backgrounds. As believers, they were all part of God’s family.

Paul’s challenge to his readers—rooted in the mercies God had 
shown them—was to become a living sacrifice. This was similar to his 
challenge in 6:13 where he had contrasted offering our bodies to sin 
with dedicating our bodies to God. From a human perspective, our 
bodies represent all we are. Paul was urging the Romans to surrender 
their entire being to Christ. 

In the Old Testament, sacrifices were to be holy and without 
blemish. Likewise, living sacrifices are set apart to Him and 
completely dedicated to His purposes. Each day, believers are called 
to die to their own desires and give themselves to Christ. The 
ancient animals had no choice. People do. And, in truth, no spiritual 
growth happens until a believer consciously chooses to become a 
living sacrifice. 

He also noted that sacrifices were an act of spiritual worship. The 
Greek wording indicates a moral obligation—something God expects 
from us because of the mercy He has shown us. Even today, worship 
is not a place to go on Sundays. It’s an active, consistent state of living 
under God’s authority.
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VERSE 2

The alternative to becoming a living sacrifice is being conformed to 
this age. The idea is that people take the shape of the culture around 
them—the way dough is shaped by a cookie cutter. The present age is 
evil (Gal. 1:4) and tries to squeeze people into its mold. 

Instead of being conformed, God expects His people to be 
transformed. The Greek word used here is related to the English word 
“metamorphosis,” which indicates a transformation from one thing to 
another. Mark used it to describe Jesus’ transfiguration (Mark 9:2). 

While being conformed starts on the outside and infects the inner 
person, being transformed begins inside and affects our actions, 
words, and attitudes. It is a change in who we are. This change 
happens as the Holy Spirit makes us more like Jesus each day. 

The transformation starts the renewal of our minds since that is 
where thoughts and actions are born. The Spirit literally changes the 
way we think, emphasizing God’s perspective instead of our natural 
inclinations. The renewal process produces wisdom, which gives us 
the discernment to recognize and fulfill God’s will for our lives. 

Our transformation and renewal has a direct impact on how 
we live. What begins inside us will become apparent to the culture 
around us, pointing others to our Savior.

BIBLE SKILL:  Read, reflect on, and react emotionally to a Bible verse. 

Read Romans 12:1-2 aloud several times. Each time, emphasize different 
words or phrases as you read. For example, in one reading emphasize the 
word “you” or “your” each time it appears. Then read the verse again, 
emphasizing all the action words. Take note of your thoughts. How does 
the verse move you emotionally? What feelings were evoked by the different 
words and phrases as you emphasized them? 
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How does salvation change the way a person thinks? What impact does 
salvation have on what a person values?

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY (ROM. 12:9-13)
9 Let love be genuine. Abhor what is evil; hold fast to what is good. 
10 Love one another with brotherly affection. Outdo one another 
in showing honor. 11 Do not be slothful in zeal, be fervent in spirit, 
serve the Lord. 12 Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation, be 
constant in prayer. 13 Contribute to the needs of the saints and 
seek to show hospitality.

VERSES 9-13

After emphasizing that believers make up a single body (vv. 3-8), Paul 
returned to explaining how this new life on the inside should change 
the way believers live on the outside. It begins with genuine love. The 
love we have for God is reflected in the love we have for others. These 
five verses include thirteen imperatives or implied imperatives. 

Paul began with a challenge to let love be genuine. Love doesn’t 
wear a mask or have ulterior motives. Just as believers are secure 
in God’s love (Rom. 8:37-39), they should also be secure in one 
another’s love. 

Like our spiritual transformation, genuine love starts internally. 
Paul said loving others happens when we learn to abhor what is evil 
and hold fast to what is good. The idea is to see evil as repulsive and 
horrifying. If our hearts reject what God rejects—and embrace what 
He embraces—we will walk in true love.

Paul challenged the Romans to love one another with brotherly 
affection. Loving deeply means loving like family. Just like most 
would sacrifice for their siblings or children, believers who love 
genuinely put the needs of others above their own. One way to live 
that out in a practical way is to honor one another. Paul encouraged 
the Romans to outdo one another in showing such respect. They were 
to delight in showing honor to others.

VERSE 2

The alternative to becoming a living sacrifice is being conformed to 
this age. The idea is that people take the shape of the culture around 
them—the way dough is shaped by a cookie cutter. The present age is 
evil (Gal. 1:4) and tries to squeeze people into its mold. 

Instead of being conformed, God expects His people to be 
transformed. The Greek word used here is related to the English word 
“metamorphosis,” which indicates a transformation from one thing to 
another. Mark used it to describe Jesus’ transfiguration (Mark 9:2). 

While being conformed starts on the outside and infects the inner 
person, being transformed begins inside and affects our actions, 
words, and attitudes. It is a change in who we are. This change 
happens as the Holy Spirit makes us more like Jesus each day. 

The transformation starts the renewal of our minds since that is 
where thoughts and actions are born. The Spirit literally changes the 
way we think, emphasizing God’s perspective instead of our natural 
inclinations. The renewal process produces wisdom, which gives us 
the discernment to recognize and fulfill God’s will for our lives. 

Our transformation and renewal has a direct impact on how 
we live. What begins inside us will become apparent to the culture 
around us, pointing others to our Savior.

BIBLE SKILL:  Read, reflect on, and react emotionally to a Bible verse. 

Read Romans 12:1-2 aloud several times. Each time, emphasize different 
words or phrases as you read. For example, in one reading emphasize the 
word “you” or “your” each time it appears. Then read the verse again, 
emphasizing all the action words. Take note of your thoughts. How does 
the verse move you emotionally? What feelings were evoked by the different 
words and phrases as you emphasized them? 
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How does a believer’s genuine love for others reveal his or her new identity 
in Christ? How does this love reflect his or her relationship with the Father? 

Paul next challenged his readers to not be slothful in zeal. This 
indicates a sold out commitment to the glory of God (Col. 3:23). We 
must never lose our passion for Christ. 

The apostle also called the Romans to be fervent in spirit. The 
Spirit produces a fire inside the heart of Christians and gives them the 
strength they need each day. He is the Source that ensures we aren’t 
getting lazy or operating in our own strength.

From there, the Roman believers needed to serve the Lord. Good 
works do not save anyone, but they demonstrate our salvation to 
others. Plus, service is closely related to love. There is no better way 
to love others—inside or outside the church—than to serve them in 
Jesus’ name. 

Our assurance that God is in control—and that all things will 
be made new—produces joy.

The Christian life is marked by joy, regardless of circumstances. 
So Paul urged the Romans to rejoice in hope. In the New Testament, 
hope represents confidence in God’s work now and in the future. 
Christians will struggle in this world, but our assurance that God is in 
control—and that all things will be made new—produces joy.

Hope also allows believers to be patient in tribulation. Humans 
aren’t naturally patient. We need the Spirit’s assistance (Gal. 5:22-23). 
When we embrace patience, we can endure any difficulty, convinced 
that God remains in control.

Paul also challenged the Romans to be constant in prayer. For 
many, prayer is a mystery; they don’t invest much time or energy into 
it. This leads to a powerless faith. To feel prayer’s impact, we have to 
be consistent. Remembering that God answers prayer encourages 
such persistence.

God’s internal work in us leads to external actions. For example, 
as God works through believers, He challenges them to contribute to 
the needs of the saints. In truth, all we own belongs to God (Ps. 24:1), 
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and He allows us to use some of His resources for His glory. Realizing 
that we are stewards and not owners makes it easier to be generous, 
following the example set by the early church. 

Along with giving money, we also can give comfort. Paul wanted 
Romans to show hospitality. In the first century, lodging options 
were limited, so believers needed to open their homes to Christian 
travelers. The challenge was to actively seek such opportunities and 
not wait for people to come looking for help.

BE AT PEACE (ROM. 12:14-18)
14 Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them. 
15 Rejoice with those who rejoice, weep with those who weep. 16 Live 
in harmony with one another. Do not be haughty, but associate 
with the lowly. Never be wise in your own sight. 17 Repay no one evil 
for evil, but give thought to do what is honorable in the sight of all. 
18 If possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably with all. 

VERSES 14-15

Paul also challenged the Romans to love those outside the church—
including those who would oppose them. The challenge was to bless 
those who persecute you. Jesus gave the same instructions to His 
disciples (Matt. 5:44; Luke 6:28) and had modeled it while on the 
cross (Luke 23:34). While it would be easier for the Romans to curse 
those who caused them pain, Paul commanded his readers to respond 
with love. Put another way, he encouraged them to respond the way 
Jesus responded.

Empathy is an incredible trait that Christians should develop. We 
are to rejoice with those who rejoice and also weep with those who 
weep, thus carrying part of their burden (Gal. 6:2). We are called 
to do life together as the body of Christ. Believers can rejoice with 
one another because a victory for one is a victory for all. Likewise, a 
stunning loss for one member should be felt throughout the family. 
This is how love demonstrates itself in a genuine community. 

VERSES 16-18

Paul continued to provide bite-sized challenges to his readers. He told 
them to live in harmony. It is possible that fractures were starting to 
develop among the various demographics in the congregation—both 
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ethnic (Jews and Gentiles) and economic (slave and free). Everyone was 
equally sinful, and everyone equally needed a Savior. So Paul encouraged 
the Christians to be on the same page and to work together to transform 
the culture. Instead of being haughty, believers needed to associate 
with the lowly. James also addressed the issue of showing favoritism in 
his letter (Jas. 2:1-9). 

Paul urged the Romans to avoid repaying evil for evil. At that time, 
the Roman government under Nero was already turning up the heat 
on Christians. Within a few years, extreme persecution would erupt 
against the church. Whether the conflict was rooted in the church or in 
the culture, revenge could not be part of the Christian response. Jesus 
talked about turning the other cheek, and Paul warned his readers not 
to repay evil for evil. Vengeance is still God’s department.

Instead, the apostle said to do what is honorable. In one sense, 
this means to uphold the laws of the land as much as possible. It also 
means to show respect even in the face of injustice and persecution.

Finally, Paul urged the Romans, if possible, so far as it depends 
on you, live peaceably with all. While some individuals might be 
hard to get along with, believers can live at peace more often than we 
sometimes think. If we are showing proper honor and not thinking 
too highly of ourselves, the task becomes easier.

Paul knew that persecution was real—and intensifying. When faced 
with the choice between obeying the emperor and obeying God, the 
Roman believers’ path was clear. They could live at peace as best as they 
could, yet they had to stand for the faith even if it caused conflict.

What can believers do to foster peace with others? How does the phrase 
“as far as it depends on you” change the limits believers should go to 
foster peace?

KEY DOCTRINE:  The Christian and Social Order

Christians should be ready to work with all men of good will in any good 
cause, always being careful to act in the spirit of love without compromising 
their loyalty to Christ and His truth (Col. 3:12-17).
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IN MY CONTEXT
• Salvation changes how believers think and what they value.
• Salvation changes how we relate to other believers.
• Salvation changes how we relate to all people, including those who 

seek to harm us.

What would becoming a living sacrifice look like in your life? What would 
you need to give up? What would you need to add?

Review the commands given, identifying the actions you do well and the 
ones you struggle to follow. How can you improve in carrying out each 
action commanded?

As a group, identify people who suffer for the gospel. How can your Bible 
study group support those individuals? What can your group learn from 
their example?

Prayer Needs
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